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The Vox STory
What Would the British invasion 
have Been Without vox? the golden 
years of one of the most celeBrated 
manufacturers of amps, guitars, 
and effects is documented in this 
cover story from octoBer 2007.
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“M
y Fluence pickups sound amazing. I haven’t 

changed pickups in 30 years on my favorite HSS 

Strats, but then I heard Fluence. Powerful, dynamic, 

and with dual voices for vintage and modern sounds, 

Fluence does it all for me and my tone.”

– Gary Hoey - Recording artist, producer

“W
OW

! I am blown away by these pickups. 100% 

quiet and 100% pure Stratocaster tone. The clarity 

is to die for and there in none of that spikiness that 

I normally try to dial out. Very dynamic, like steroids 

for a Stratocaster. These have become my ‘go to’  

pickups for a Stratocaster.”

– Elwood Francis - Guitar tech for Billy Gibbons

“Fishman Fluence ® is a whole new world for electric 

guitar pickups. The crispness and clarity is incredible, 

unlike anything I’ve experienced before. It feels like 

the guitar plays itself!” 

 – Ryan M
endez, Yellowcard

For more information visit fishman.com/fluence

®

The 1st Real Advancement In Pickup System Design In Over 80 Years. 

EVERYTHING  

YOU HEAR  

IS TRUE
TM



“My guitar was exactly what
  I wanted and got here fast!”

Britton from Hattiesburg, MS
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Call today!
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the world’s
most epic guitars

Discover the Most Famous, Rare, 
and Valuable Guitars in the World

Jimmy Page’s 1959 Gibson Les Paul Standard. Carlos Santana’s PRS Santana 
II “Supernatural.” Eddie Van Halen’s “Frankenstein.” Discover the 

world’s most incredible guitars, the stories behind them, and the musicians 
and collectors who own them. � e Collections presents spectacular 
photography and unprecedented access to the artists who created 

America’s rock music culture.

Available wherever books are sold.

GUITAR_guitarplayer_two thirds vert.indd   1 9/10/13   3:12 PM



In the decade before PRS Guitars opened its doors, founder Paul Reed Smith made a living as 
a repairman and custom luthier working tirelessly on creating a guitar that he felt worthy of taking 
to market. 30 years after founding the company, Paul maintains the passion to discover and 
experiment with new theories, concepts and designs that continually make our products better. 
To commemorate our 30th Anniversary, we have created four electric guitars with a special 

 www.prsguitars.com/30

30 years of innovation, quality and the obsessive pursuit of tone.
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Click here to see a look back on 30 years of 
guitar building

http://youtu.be/25zb8B4uNGw


THE INSTRUMENT      THE ROOM      THE ENGINEERS     THE MICS

VIRTUAL PIANO

Garritan placed the awe-inspiring Yamaha CFX Concert Grand Piano in Abbey 
Road Studio 1, where award-winning engineers used the world’s greatest mics 
and equipment to create a stunning virtual instrument. Every facet of this project 
reflects the perfection that only the most passionate can produce.

C F X  C O N C E R T  G R A N D

EXPERIENCE THE PASSION REFLECTED IN EVERY DETAIL.

AAX AU VSTi RTAS Notation

ALFRED.COM/GARRITAN

CLICK TO
EXPERIENCE THE SOUNDS

http://4wrd.it/A.ADGPV_0515
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As one of the most iconic nAmes in musicAl instruments 
and amplifiers, Vox played a huge role in creating the shim-
mering guitar sounds that galvanized a generation of young 
music fans in the 1960s. Vox amplifiers, guitars, organs, ef-
fects, and P.A. gear were used by the Shadows, the Beatles, 
the Rolling Stones, the Animals, the Yardbirds, the Kinks, 
and practically every other British Invasion group to score 
hits on either side of the Atlantic. Vox amps gave the top 
players in England a definitive sound, and what Brit could 
resist a product line whose image was as down home as 
Beefeaters and Buckingham Palace? From the gold trim and 
diamond-pattern grilles of its classy AC30 amplifiers to the 
futuristic shapes of its Phantom series guitars and basses, 
Vox gear evoked a certain élan that couldn’t have emerged 
from muleskinner America. 

classic interview
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classic interview

British sterling—an amazing 
collection of vintage Vox amps.
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Before the swinging sounds of the British 
Invasion captured the world’s imagination, 
Vox was a fairly low-key operation—just 
one of many trying to survive the economic 
hardships of post-war Britain. The Vox name 
actually originated in 1951, with the advent 
of a primitive keyboard instrument called 
the Univox (Latin for “single voice”). It was 
the brainchild of Tom Jennings, who started 
in the music business in 1946 as a dealer in 
used instruments, and an importer of accor-
dions and guitars from France and Germany.  
Acting on pure faith that a small, mono-
phonic keyboard fitted with an amp and 
speaker would be something that people 
would want, Jennings hired a technician 
named Derek Underdown to design the 
Univox. The instrument became popular 
with solo musicians who worked the Eng-
lish pub scene, and it carried JMI (Jennings 
Musical Instruments; the name changed to 
Jennings Musical Industries in 1957) along 
until the next opportunity for a new product 
came to Jennings’ attention.

With the sudden popularity of skiffle 
groups around 1955, Jennings realized he 
needed a guitar amplifier to grow his busi-
ness. The conditions were especially ripe 
due to Britian’s restrictions on imports 
from America, and though he had talented 
people working for him, Jennings felt he 
needed to look outside JMI for a suitable 
design. When a guitarist/electronics tech-
nician named Dick Denney came to his 
shop to show him a 15-watt 1x12 guitar 
amp he’d made, Jennings hired him to de-
velop it further. With input from Under-
down—JMI’s chief engineer at the time—
the amp was brought from prototype stage 
to a design that was rugged and reliable 
enough for real-world use.

 The AC15 (actually called AC1/15) 
was introduced in January 1958, and 
it was the first commercially success-
ful amplifier that JMI put into pro-
duction under the Vox name. It used 

a Goodmans 12” speaker, and had  
a square, TV front-style cabinet covered  
in cream/diamond-patterned Rexene (a  
’40s-era grained covering material) with  
lattice-pattern diamond grillecloth. The 
control panel was black, and it featured 
round cream-colored knobs. The first 
AC15s had a 12AX7 in the front end, and 
used two EL84 output tubes and a 5Z4 
rectifier. 

The timing of the AC15’s launch coin-
cided with the surging popularity of rock 
and roll in England, and JMI benefited 
greatly when the Shadows started using 
AC15s. Gerry Marsden of Gerry and the 
Pacemakers also played through a two-tone 
grey AC15—a color scheme that was in-
troduced in 1960. The AC15 was updated 
with an EF86 in the preamp, and an EZ81 
rectifier that year, and, in late 1960, the 
amp received the two-section aluminum/
steel chassis that JMI used throughout the 
1960s.

The AC15 gave Vox its most important 
success—a signature sound. Guitarists 
loved its chiming clean tones, as well as 
its mild compression and sweet distortion 
characteristics when overdriven. To make 
the amp more suitable for larger venues, Vox  
introduced the AC15 Twin—sporting two 
Goodmans speakers—in 1962. By that 
time, however, a new Vox amplifier had 
already become the number-one choice for 
many of Britain’s top groups.

The AC30 
Originally conceptualized as a “twin” 
AC15, the AC30 retained several impor-
tant circuit elements of its little brother: 
an EF86 in the front end, EL84 power 
tubes running in cathode bias (this time, 
four of them), and no negative feedback 
in the output stage. The use of negative 
feedback in amplifier design was a tech-
nique developed specifically to suppress 
harmonics generated by the power stage, 

october 2007

A recreation of Dick 
Denney’s late-’50s 
workshop (far left).

Vox founder Tom 
Jennings (left) and 
chief engineer Dick 
Denney, circa 1967.
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Vox  
Guitars
When musicians talk about Vox guitars, 
images of the wild-shaped Vox Phantom 
and Teardrop guitars from the mid ’60s 
come to mind. But the story of Vox gui-
tars actually dates back to the late ’50s. 
Jennings Musical Instruments Ltd. had 
distributed a variety of musical instruments— 
including European-made guitars—since the 
early ’50s, but by late 1959, JMI (which by this time 
was called Jennings Musical Idustries) had decided to phase in 
their own line of Vox electric guitars built in the U.K. A series of 
budget model electrics were outsourced by company founder 
Tom Jennings to Stuart Darkins & Co. of Shoeburyness—a 
woodworking factory that produced furniture and “fancy 
goods.” The result was a series of primitive Vox electric gui-
tars with model names such as the Ace, Duotone, Shadow, and 
Stroller. These crude, basic instruments were built for begin-
ners and amateur musicians, and were intended to compete 
with inexpensive electrics made by rival British distributors 
like Rosetti, Dallas, Selmer, and Watkins. 

By early 1961, Jennings hired a team of guitar builders in-
cluding Bob Pearson, Ken Wilson, and Mick Bennett to make 
Vox guitars at the Jennings factory in Dartford, Kent. The first 
new high-end Vox models were the Escort and Consort. This 
was the first in a series of serious steps made by Jennings to 
produce high-quality electric guitars. 

In an effort to carve out his own identity in the guitar mar-
ket, Jennings had visions of a new guitar design like no other. 
According to writer Martin Kelly, whose painstaking research 
has uncovered a great deal of new information for his upcoming 
book on Vox guitars, Jennings commissioned a self-employed 
graphic artist to design a unique looking guitar. The result was 
the asymmetrical, coffin-shaped Vox Phantom that was first 
launched in October of 1961, and not in 1963, as is commonly 
believed. For the first two years of production, Phantom guitars 
were hand built in the Dartford factory. The original Phantom 
guitars featured metal pickup covers, a larger headstock, and 
a different vibrato system than the ones that were later pro-
duced. This guitar is referred to as the Phantom Mark I. It is es-
timated that only 150 of these original Phantom Mark I guitars 
were ever made. Vox redesigned the Phantom in 1963, and set 
up for mass production of the Phantom Mark II. Jennings had 
all the guitar parts outsourced, and then brought back in to the 
Dartford factory where the final Vox guitars were assembled. 

By 1964, the British music scene was exploding with bands 
like the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, the Animals, the Dave Clark 
Five, and the Hollies—all of whom used Vox amplifiers. Jennings 

started to pitch Vox guitars to 
all the major acts, which made 
them immensely popular, and re-
sulted in a huge demand for the 

instruments. To keep up with the 
request for more Vox guitars, Jen-

nings contacted Welson, a small Italian 
manufacturer who began building a limit-

ed number of inexpensive single-cutaway 
jazz box guitars that were added to the Vox 

line. Later, a larger Italian guitar manufac-
turer called Crucianelli was hired by Jennings 

to build semi-hollow electric guitar models 
bearing the Vox name.

The Beatles’ first visit to the states in 
February of 1964 changed everything 
for Vox, and the demand for its amps 

and guitars was overwhelming. Jennings 
struck up a U.S. distribution deal with the 

Thomas Organ Company of California, and 
it quickly became clear that the British factory 

could not produce enough guitars for the American 
market, let alone the world. To keep up with the ever-

increasing demand, Jennings contracted with EKO, the largest 
guitar manufacturer in Italy. When EKO took over, they started 
reproducing the Crucianelli models for Vox, as well as many of 
the British models. The bulk of these Italian-made Vox guitars 
were shipped to Thomas Organ for the U.S. market. 

British production of Vox guitars continued simultaneously, 
and it was common to have the same models built in both fac-
tories. British-made Vox guitars have sequential serial num-
bers stamped on the back of the headstock (and later on the 
neck plates), while the Italian-made guitars have a different 
set of serial numbers that is always stamped onto the neck 
plates.

As Vox grew, Jennings continued to experiment with new 
guitar models. One of the most famous is the Vox Teardrop, 
which Jennings said was inspired by a lute. This new Vox model 
was the third in the Phantom series, and was appropriately 
named the Vox Phantom Mark III, although, to this day, it is 
more commonly referred to as the Teardrop. The very first 
Teardrops had two pickups, and were hand made by Bennett 
and Wilson at the Dartford factory. According to Kelly, Brian 
Jones of the Rolling Stones did not receive the first Vox Tear-
drop guitar built. A pair of Vox Teardrop instruments—a guitar 
and bass—debuted in January of 1964, and Jones didn’t receive 
his famous white Teardrop until mid 1964. Soon after, he was 
given a 12-string version. Jones’ use of the Teardrop with the 
Rolling Stones made the guitar one of the most sought after 
and recognizable of all Vox guitars.

Vox surged forward with almost limitless bounds in guitar 
design. A slew of unique new models were introduced, and in-
novative instruments such as the Vox Scorpion, an X shaped 

classic interview
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october 2007

9-string guitar (with three pairs of strings and three single 
strings) soon appeared. The interesting Mando Guitar—a cross 
between a mandolin and a short-scale 12-string—was launched 
in late 1965. The most advanced guitar Jennings ever produced 
was the Vox Phantom Guitar-Organ, which was the brainchild of 
Vox ace Dick Denney and Vox chief engineer Derek Underdown. 
The Guitar-Organ was actually a Phantom guitar with miniatur-
ized electronics from the Vox Continental organ. The appropri-
ate organ notes were activated when the strings made contact 
with the frets. Fusing a guitar with a keyboard was a concept 
well before its time, and did not surface again until more then a 
decade later with advent of the guitar synthesizer.

Unusual Vox instruments were not uncommon for Jennings. 
Brian Jones commissioned Vox to build him an electric Appala-
chian dulcimer. The instrument was made for him at the Dart-
ford factory by a woodworker named Tony Diamond, and Jones 
used his Vox Bijou dulcimer on the Stones’ hit “Lady Jane.” Jones’ 
first Bijou dulcimer was stolen at the beginning of the Stones’ 
U.S. tour in the summer of 1966, and a second was quickly made 
for him. Another Stone with a Vox instrument was Bill Wyman. 
Vox introduced the semi-hollow teardrop Bill Wyman Signature 
Model bass in 1966. Various versions of the Vox Wyman bass 
were produced in both the U.K. and in Italy. 

Vox also built a large number of prototype guitars. A one-off 
guitar called the Kensington was hand built by Bennett at the 
Dartford factory for the Beatles. Denney, inspired by the wood 
scrolls on an old piano, sketched the idea on paper and gave it 
to Bennett. The creation of the Kensington is a good example 
of how Vox product ideas and design were very often a team 
effort. The Vox Kensington prototype was displayed at a Brit-
ish trade show in 1966, then went back to the factory, where it 

was fitted with a set of custom electronics. The guitar was then 
given to the Beatles in 1967. John Lennon used the guitar dur-
ing the filming of the “Hello Goodbye” video, and, later, George 
Harrison used the same guitar during the filming of “I Am the 
Walrus” in an outtake for the Magical Mystery Tour film.

Despite the popularity of Vox guitars, Jennings’ business 
dealings were not always the best, as evidenced by his deci-
sion to sell a controlling interest in JMI to Royston Industries. 
Because of bad business decisions, production of Vox guitars 
stopped in the U.K. by late 1967. Italian guitar production, 
which was controlled by Thomas Organ, continued until late 
1969. By the early ’70s, Vox was no longer making guitars, 
and the remainder of dealer inventories was sold off. As the 
Vox name was sold many times, various short-lived Vox guitar 
models would pop up through the years. In 1993, Jack Charles 
introduced a line of Phantom guitars under the name Phantom 
Guitar Works that included the Teardrop and the Mando Gui-
tar. The original Vox instruments are still treasured by British 
Invasion fans and command high prices on the vintage 
market. —Andy Babiuk 

Special thanks to Martin Kelly (voxguitars.info) 
and Jim Elyea (voxguidebook.com). Andy Babiuk 
is the author of Beatles Gear—The Fab Four’s 
Instruments from Stage to Studio, and 
has been working on a follow-up 
book titled Stones Gear. He is 
currently finishing a book 
for Fred Gretsch on the 
history of Paul Bigs-
by. Contact Andy at 
beatlesgear@att.net.

PHOTOS: RIGHT—© PETER FRANCIS / CAMERA PRESS / RETNA LTD.

Brian Jones (left) strums a 
Mando Guitar. 

Keith Richards (right) with 
a Vox Teardrop . 

 The Vox 
Mando Guitar 

was a cross 
between a 

mandolin and 
short-scale 

12-string.



and the sound of a Vox amp depended on 
not suppressing those harmonics. With 
Denney and Underdown in charge of the 
internal aspects of the new amp (which 
included a larger 30-watt output trans-
former, and an upgraded power trans-
former, along with a GZ34 rectifier tube), 
and Jennings taking care of the cosmet-
ics, the new AC30/4 (which denoted its 
four inputs—two for the Normal channel, 
and two for the Vib-Trem channel) rolled 
out in 1960. The first AC30s had a single 
Goodmans Audiom 60 12” speaker or a 
Celestion G-12, but neither configuration 
delivered the desired results for guitar, 
and the amp was refitted with two Ce-
lestion G-12s and later, Celestion T.530 
speakers. The first AC30s delivered to the 
Shadows would likely have been equipped 
with either of these speakers. 

With England’s “beat boom” in full 
swing, and the Shadows leading the 
charge with their 1960 hit, “Apache” 
(which was probably recorded with an 
AC15), the AC30 soon became the most 
sought-after guitar amp in Britain. The 
AC30 established JMI as the preeminent 
musical equipment manufacturer in the 
U.K., and it gave Tom Jennings the run-
way he needed to launch a vast array of 
new products that would keep Vox an in-
dustry leader for the next several years.

Top BoosT
The AC30 continued to evolve with the in-
troduction of the AC30/6 in 1960, which 
added a Brilliant channel to the standard 
complement of Normal and Vib-Trem 
channels, increasing the number of inputs 
to six. This change also involved swap-
ping the original EF86 pentode tube to an 
ECC83 (12AX7) twin triode. It has been 
said that the AC30/6 lacked some of the 
clarity of the original model, and that’s os-
tensibly why Vox responded with its Top 
Boost “brilliance” modification in 1961. 
This comprised a plate of bent alumi-
num gripping an extra 12AX7 tube along 
with Bass and Treble controls, which was 
mounted into a square cutout on the back 
of the amp, and wired into the main cir-
cuit. Initially, the Top Boost mod could be 

classic interview

Vox KeyBoards & effecTs
While Vox amplifiers and guitars grabbed the most attention on stage, JMI’s keyboards and effects 
produced many of the signature sounds we associate with ’60s-era rock. Among its best-known prod-
ucts was the Continental organ, which was introduced in 1962. Developed by JMI’s transistor expert 
Les Hill, and chief engineer Derek Underdown, the Continental’s hip sounds, futuristic styling, and 
wood-weighted keys (later Italian-made versions had plastic keys) helped make it a hit with musi-
cians—though its signature vibrato sound didn’t make it onto any hit records until 1964, with the Ani-
mals’ “House of the Rising Sun.”

Vox tech wizard Dick Denney developed the Vox Echo—a tape-based machine offered in three- 
and six-head versions that is still one of the most highly regarded of the vintage tape echo units—as 
well as the Vox Radio Microphone, one of the first commercially available wireless systems for vocal 
use. One can only imagine how its circa-’64 technology performed in real-world use, but the Radio 
Microphone doubtlessly furthered JMI’s image as a leader in musical technology.

The Vox Tone Bender fuzz was another of Denney’s projects, which he started developing in 1962, 
after obtaining a Maestro Fuzz-Tone. Vox founder Tom Jennings reportedly hated the sound of the 
Fuzz-Tone, proclaiming that Vox engineers should work to get rid of distortion, and not waste time 
creating things to produce it! Denney continued working on his fuzz circuit, however, and says that he 
gave some prototype units to the Beatles in 1965. The Vox Tone Bender was formally introduced in 
1966, and was made in Italy. (To confuse matters, another unit called the Vox Tone Bender Profes-
sional MKII was made around the same time by Britain’s Sola Sound, and Denney also makes reference 
to the Tone Bender’s circuit being produced outside of JMI by a “rogue who worked for the company.”) 

One positive aspect of Thomas Organ’s involvement with Vox product development was the cre-
ation of the most famous of all Vox effects—the Wah Wah. Invented by a Thomas Organ engineer 
named Brad Plunkett, the Wah Wah resulted somewhat accidentally out of a project intended to find 
a way of using a potentiometer instead of a costly 3-position switch for the MRB (midrange boost) 
function on the Super Beatle amp—the solid-state replacement for the JMI-made AC100. Plunkett 
came up with a bandpass-filter circuit (later known as the Tone X function on Thomas Organ’s solid-
state Vox amps) that produced a particularly cool vocalized effect when its center frequency was 
swept by a pot. Packaged in the same V838 enclosure used for the volume pedal on a Continental 
organ, the device was initially called the Clyde McCoy Wah Wah, owing to its similarity to the famous 
“wah wah” sound perfected by Dixieland trum-
peter Clyde McCoy, who also endorsed the 
pedal. (In case you’re wondering, McCoy 
was also a member of the Kentucky fam-
ily that had been involved in that storied 
feud with the Hatfield clan.) Introduced in 
late 1966, the innovative pedal could hardly 
have been better timed for adoption by the 
two biggest guitar stars of the era—
Eric Clapton and Jimi Hendrix— and, 
later bearing the name CryBaby, the 
pedal was a huge hit for the Thomas 
Organ side of Vox. —Art Thompson 

The Vox 
super 

continental 
organ and 

clyde Mccoy 
Wah-Wah 

pedal.
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ordered separately, or be factory installed 
on the AC30/6. In 1963, the extra cir-
cuitry was incorporated into the chassis, 

and the Bass and Treble knobs were added 
to the control panel (the add-on unit was 
still available, though).

Meet the Beatles
The Beatles first used their new fawn- 
colored AC30 Twin amplifiers on July 27, 
1962, at the Tower Ballroom in New Brigh-
ton (how the band acquired the AC30s is 
detailed in the sidebar, “Vox’s Unsung 
Hero” on p. 96). By spring 1963, JMI was 
taking out advertisements in music trades 
papers showing the Beatles performing with 
their new amps. Noticing that Paul McCart-
ney still wasn’t plugging into a Vox amp, 
Jennings made sure he was given one of the 
new T.60 amplifiers, along with a bass cabi-
net and a chrome stand for trollying the rig 
around (something McCartney apparently 
never used). The T.60s’ early solid-state 
circuitry proved problematic for McCartney, 
however, and sometime in the summer of 
1963, he gave the amp back to JMI in trade 
for an AC30 head that had the Top Boost 
mod. John Lennon and George Harrison 
also received new AC30s about the same 
time, and this was the backline the band 
would use for the remainder of the year.

october 2007
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Between 1963 and 1965, JMI enjoyed 
an incredible combination of success and 
creative freedom, and the Beatles played 
a huge role in enhancing Vox’s fortunes. 
The Beatles started their 1964 world tour 
using the new AC50 heads for guitar, and 
the AC100 for bass (both powered by EL34 
tubes), but they soon found that playing to 
ever-larger crowds of screaming fans at the 
height of Beatlemania demanded even more 
amplification. Vox responded by pairing the 
AC100 with a 4x12 cabinet (equipped with 
Celestion T.1088 poly grey speakers) that 
also contained two Goodmans Midax mid-
range horns and a crossover network.

Winds of Change
By the time the Beatles first landed in 
America in 1964, the wheels were already 
in motion for a series of events that would 
dramatically shape the future of Vox. The 
first was Jennings’ ill-advised decision to 
sell a controlling interest in his company to 
a British industrial holding company called 
the Royston Group. Jennings always sus-
pected the rock craze would eventually end, 
leaving him with a worthless company. But, 
at this point, he also desperately needed an 
influx of capital to increase production at 
JMI—which Royston was happy to provide. 
Jennings also subsequently entered into 
a partnership deal with Thomas Organ of 
Sepulveda, California, for the distribution 
of Vox products in the U.S. This probably 
seemed like a good idea to Jennings—who 
had previously been a distributor for Thom-
as Organ in England—but, unfortunately, 
JMI did not have the production resources 
to meet the huge and sudden demand for 
Vox gear throughout the world. After 1964, 
Thomas Organ would begin to “fix” the 
shortage problems by introducing its own 
solid-state Vox amplifiers.

While the conversion of the Vox ampli-
fier line to solid-state was taking place in  
America, JMI rolled out its new 7120 guitar 
amplifiers and 4120 bass amps. Developed in 
England, both were hybrid designs that used 
a modified version of the solid-state preamp 
found in the Super Beatle coupled with an  
output stage that delivered 120 watts via 
four KT88 tubes. The 7120 and 4120 were 

classic interview
Vox’s UnsUng hero
Though it’s well known that Tom Jennings founded JMI, and Dick Denney 
designed and voiced most of the Vox amplifiers, it was an unassuming man 
named Reg Clark who made sure that the world heard and saw these spe-
cial amps. On May 25, 1959, Clark, a 27-year-old former clarinetist with 

the Grenadier Guards, went to work for Jennings as co-manager of his retail store at 100 Charing 
Cross Road in London. Jennings’ shop was in the middle of a transformation from being an accordion 
center to becoming the place to go for rock and roll instruments, and Clark was to play an enormous 
part in the transition. Soon after his arrival, he befriended future Shadows’ guitarists Hank Marvin 
and Bruce Welsh, and bassist Jet Harris, and sold them their first Vox amplifiers—TV front AC15s. 
Clark continued working with the Shadows as they rose to become the biggest instrumental group 
in the U.K., selling them Vox amplifiers and various guitars—including Harris’ well-recorded Fender 
Bass Six. Clark helped come up with the idea of the chrome amplifier stand, and later, the Vox swivel 
stands that were actually inspired by the Shadows. The Shadows were soon a mainstay on British 
television—either backing Cliff Richard, or on their own—and Clark, whose main strength lay in pro-
motion, made sure that someone was there to slip a fiver (a £5 note) to a stagehand, who would make 
sure the Vox logo wasn’t covered up by tape during the broadcast.

In early 1963, a well-dressed gentleman named Brian Epstein walked into the Jennings shop, and 
approached Clark with a proposal for the new group he was managing—the Beatles. According to the 
Epstein, they were going to be big—really big—and if they were given free Vox amplifiers, the pub-
licity value would be enormous. Clark wasn’t authorized to do something like that, plus, at the time, 
no group was given anything for free. Handing Clark his card, Epstein departed, saying he would be 
checking back about the deal. Jennings’ reaction about giving away free amplifiers was as expected—
“no.” Clark agonized over his dilemma, but there was something about Epstein’s demeanor that made 
him believe what he said, even though Clark had never heard of the Beatles. Throwing  caution to the 
wind, Clark made the deal with Epstein, who then promised that as long as he was their manager, the 
Beatles would use Vox amplifiers. What’s more, JMI could use the group to promote Vox products at 
no charge. In one stroke, Clark had not only created the Artists Program at JMI, but had secured the 
biggest act of the century—all for the cost of a pair of non-Top Boost AC30 Twins.

Later in the year, Clark moved to Dartford, Kent, home of Vox, to become the sales manager, where 
he initiated an Artists Loan program. Through Clark’s efforts, virtually the entire British Invasion used 
Vox amplifiers, and a number of them also used Vox guitars and organs.

Clark didn’t limit Vox exposure to just single groups, either. Every spring, the annual New Musical 
Express Pollwinner’s Concert was a virtual who’s who of British rock and pop music, and Clark made 
sure an enormous backline of Vox amplifiers stood behind all the acts. When he heard the popular TV 
show Ready, Steady, Go was changing from lip-syncing to a live format, he arranged for Vox amplifi-
ers to be permanently placed into the decorative scaffolding that made up the set—making sure that 
even if a group didn’t play through a Vox, it appeared as though they did. Clark also had several pairs 
of Vox LS.40 P.A. speakers placed at EMI/Abbey Road Studios for monitoring.

Clark was a part of the design team that came up with the Vox Python guitar strap, which had metal 
“scales” like those of the Guardsman’s chin strap he had worn in the army. John Lennon, who always 
greeted Clark with “Hi Vox,” took a fancy to a prototype of the black Python, ensuring its popularity 
even decades later.

By 1968, things had changed at JMI. Company founder Tom Jennings had been forced out, and 
JMI’s parent company, Royston, was in trouble. Clark stayed, and helped keep Vox afloat for a year or 
two before going to work for Dallas-Arbiter. When that company later bought what was left of Vox, 
it was Clark who took on the job of managing his old company. Later, when Dallas-Arbiter decided to 
sell Vox, Clark was able to orchestrate the sale in a manner that would keep the Vox name alive. Vox 
had secured its place in rock and roll history, and would survive to this day, in large part due to Reg 
Clark’s work. —Jim Elyea

Jim Elyea (voxguidebook.com) is the author of the upcoming book, Vox Amplifiers. The JMI Years, 
which will be available December 2007.

British Invasion!
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essentially identical, except that guitar 
version featured footswitchable fuzz, re-
verb, and vibrato. Neither model was 
produced in significant numbers, and the 
7120 and 4120 rate among the rarest of 
the Vox breed.

The Super BeaTle
On their 1966 U.S. tour, the Beatles used 
the new solid-state Super Beatle rigs, 
which had been designed by Thomas Or-
gan, and voiced by Dick Denney to give 
them a proper Vox sound. Despite their 
three channels and preponderance of con-
trols and tonal options, the Beatles were 
reportedly not entirely pleased when they 
encountered the Super Beatles for the first 
time on August 12th at the Chicago Am-
phitheater. Initially it was because they’d 
never lent their name to a product before, 
and Brian Epstein hadn’t clued them in on 
the deal that involved using their name to 
market the new rigs. (This likely explains 
why Thomas Organ dropped the “Super” 

part of the name in 1967.) There were also 
reliability issues with the Super Beatles on 
the 1966 tour. When the Beatles returned 
to Abbey Road studios in November 1966 
to begin work on the Sgt Pepper album, 
the amps they chose were the Vox 760 
and 430 hybrid models, which used KT88 
and EL84 output tubes, respectively. The 
last amplifiers that Jennings and Denney 
co-developed for Vox were the solid-state 
Conqueror, Defiant, and Supreme guitar 
amps, and the Dynamic, Foundation, and 
Super Foundation bass amps. Despite their 
abundance of features, improved reliabil-
ity (most notably over the poorly regarded 
Berkeley and Essex models Thomas Organ 
had launched earlier in the U.S.), players’ 
tastes were changing faster than Vox could 
keep pace.

hard TimeS ahead
By 1967, the Beatles had stopped tour-
ing, rock players were beginning to favor 
the new Marshall amps—which were the 
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advertising.
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sound of Eric Clapton and 
Jimi Hendrix—and Vox was 
caught off guard with noth-
ing to offer as an alterna-
tive. In theory, JMI had the 
100-watt amplifiers and 
4x12 cabinets to go toe-to-
toe with Marshall, but the 
near-complete changeover to 
solid-state had set the com-
pany on a course that could 
not be easily changed. Jennings and Denney 
were fired by Royston in 1967, and the two 
established a new company called Jennings 
Electronic Industries at the original Vox 
headquarters in Dartford, Kent. They went 
on to create a number of products—includ-
ing the AC40 amplifier, the Winchester 
guitar (which used a Phantom neck and a 
wah casing for the body), and various rotary 
speakers, lighting equipment, and electron-
ic percussion—before the company went 
out of business in 1973.

Following Royston’s demise in 1969, 
Vox entered a period of murky ownership, 

limping on for a time under the banner of 
Vox Sound Ltd. (after being purchased by 
Corinthian Securities) with a drastically 
reduced product line that included the 
AC30 and some of the solid-state models, 
a few keyboards, and a new line of Japa-
nese-made instruments (the Les Paul-style 
VG2, and semi-hollow VG4 bass and VG6 
guitar). Corinthian sold Vox to the Birch-
Stolec consortium in 1970—leading to the 
hallowed AC30 suddenly sporting reverb, 
PC-board construction, and a solid-state 
rectifier—while the Thomas Organ side of 
Vox tried to steer into other markets with 
P.A. gear, spacey looking drum kits, and 
the innovative Starstream and Ultrasonic 
guitars with onboard effects.

Thomas Organ stopped marketing Vox 
products entirely in 1972, which was the 
same year Vox was sold once again—this 
time to CBS-Arbiter (Arbiter was Britain’s 
importer of Fender products). The AC30 
was returned to handwired assembly—al-
beit with a particle-board cabinet, and less 
costly Celestion G12M ceramic-magnet 
speakers—and Brian May started officially 
endorsing the new amp. CBS-Arbiter also 
offered the AC50, as well as some entirely 
new amplifiers, including the V100, Escort 
30, AC30SS (a solid-state version of the 
AC30), and the AC120—Vox’s answer to 
the Fender Twin Reverb. The Continental 
1 and Continental 300 organs were reis-
sued, and more pedals emerged under 
CBS-Arbiter, as well, including the new 
Vox Tone-Bender fuzz/wah, the Vox Wah 
Swell, and the Vox Phaser.

New BegiNNiNgs
The fundamental problems of having U.S.-
based CBS—which owned Fender, and had 

never really wanted to 
have anything to do 
with Vox—providing 
the funding for a po-
tential overseas com-
petitor ended in 1978, 
when CBS-Arbiter sold 
Vox to the Rose Mor-
ris company, then still 
a distributor for Mar-
shall amplifiers. It was 

also the year Tom Jennings died, which is 
somewhat ironic in that Vox suddenly re-
gained a degree of autonomy under Rose 
Morris that it hadn’t enjoyed since 1963. 
RM had no manufacturing facilities of 
its own, so it acquired Arbiter’s plant in 
Shoeburyness (a town in Southeast Es-
sex), where it launched a variety of new 
amplifiers throughout the 1980s. Start-
ing with the V125 tube head—which was 
basically a modified AC120—the range 
soon expanded with the V15 (a 15-watt 
2x10 tube combo), the Escort 50 Lead and 
Bass amps, and the Climax combo with its 
V125 chassis. Rose Morris still preferred 
the solid-state route, however, and with 
development and production help from an 
outside contractor called Audio Factor, the 
result was the Venue series of amplifiers 
(introduced in 1984) that were endorsed 
by the Smiths and the Style Council. Ven-
ue P.A. gear was also introduced, as was 
a channel-switching Venue model called 
the Dual 100. RM also launched a num-
ber of new Vox set-neck and bolt-on neck 
guitars and basses in the Standard and  
Custom ranges—many of which featured 
laminated body designs that had more to 
do with high-end Ibanez models than any-
thing Vox had ever made.

In 1985, the AC30 was re-designed in 
order to lower its production cost (again 
via the use of PC-board construction), and 
the gain of the amplifier was reduced due to 
problems with tube quality and PC board-
related hum. In 1990, a limited edition 
30th anniversary AC30 was introduced in 
an attempt to get back to the sound of the 
early ’60s models. Dick Denney endorsed 
the 1,000 amps that were made, marking 
the first time in 23 years his name was as-

classic interview

Jimmy Page  
performing with 
the Yardbirds, 
April 15, 1967, 
at Holte Hallen 
in Copenhagen, 
Denmark.

The Clyde McCoy wah evolution.

PHOTO:© JORGEN ANGEL /  RETNA LTD.
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sociated with Vox. This was followed by 
the Vintage AC30, which had two addi-
tional preamp tubes for its spring reverb, 
and was also available in a head/4x12 
format. The Limited Edition and Vintage 
AC30s came standard with Celestion G12 
speakers. A “Vox Blue” was available, but 
Celestion did not make this speaker.

In 1991, Korg Inc.—whose products 
were distributed in the U.K. by Rose Morris
—bought the financially troubled com-
pany’s assets and retired the name. Along 
with the purchase came the distribution of 
various products, a retail store on Denmark 
Street in London, Berg Larsen (a mouthpiece  
manufacturer,) the Vox brand name, and 
an amplifier manufacturing facility in the 
North of England, which Korg subsequent-
ly closed. Berg Larsen and the retail store 
were sold, but Korg opted to keep Vox alive 
by having the AC30 redesigned in 1992 by 
Steve Grindrod, and put into production in 
the U.K. The new AC30—which featured 
the original-spec GZ34 rectifier tube and  
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The Animals, July 1975.
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vintage style Celestion Blue speakers—sold 
relatively well on a worldwide basis, and a 
new version of the AC15 (with reverb, and 
master volume, and tone controls) was in-
troduced in 1996.

Vox would go on to introduce (or re-
issue) a variety of new products between 
1993 and 2005, including the V847 Wah 
and germanium-powered Tone Bender 
fuzz, the Cambridge 30 Reverb and Cam-
bridge 30 Reverb Twin combos, the Val-
vetronix series modeling amps (which fea-
tured the novel invention of using the two 
triode stages of a 12AX7 like a miniature 
tube power amp to drive a solid-state out-
put stage), the VBM-1 Brian May amplifier, 
the Handwired AC30 head and combo, and 
the Cooltron series stompboxes (which fea-
tured battery-powered tube circuitry).

In order to better compete in the global 
market, while maintaining total control of 
the quality, design, and sound of Vox tube 
amplifiers, production was moved to China 
in 2005. According to company spokesper-
sons, the vertically integrated manufactur-
ing facility Vox is using is capable of many 
processes not found in most guitar amp 
factories—including 
design and manufac-
ture of transformers, 
cabinets, electron-
ics, and speakers 
(except for the ven-
erable Vox “Blue” 
and “NeoDog,” 
which are manufac-
tured by Celestion). 
All components con-
tained in the AC30 
Custom Classic, the 
AC50 and AC100 
Classic Plus heads 
and combos, and the 
new AC15 Heritage 
Collection models 
built in this factory 
have been designed, 
manufactured, or 
selected so that the 
performance and 
sound meets the 
specifications re-

quired by the Vox design facility in Bradwill 
Abbey, Milton Keynes, England. 

In closing, the future looks bright for 
Vox in its 50th year of nearly continuous 
operation. It’s kind of amazing to consider 
Vox’s first amplifier entered service a full 
decade before Guitar Player went into pub-

lication (and we pride ourselves on how 
long we’ve served the guitar playing com-
munity). So, congratulations Vox on your 
golden anniversary. The sound of rock 
wouldn’t be the same without you! g

Special thanks to Jim Elyea for his technical 
assistance.
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Queen, circa 1975. Note Brian May’s huge backline of Vox AC30s.
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classic interview

CLASSIC INTERVIEW
from the July 1982 issue

of Guitar Player magazine

Vinnie Bell plays his electric sitar 
in the studio in the 1960s.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cE3C1bX-6yk
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By Mark c. Davis

V O X 
a m P lu g  C a b i n e t  g 2
Goodies Successor to the amPlug cabinet with increased maximum 

output of 2 watts. Enhanced durability due to the use of an ABS 

molded cabinet. Accepts direct input from a guitar or mobile 

device (such as iPhone) due to the additional power amp, 

allowing it to be used as a conventional powered speaker.  

Price $29 street

More info voxamps.com

C h a r V e l 
P r o - m o d  S o - C a l  S t y l e  1  H H 
Goodies One-piece quartersawn maple neck. Compound-

radius fretboard. Seymour Duncan SH-1 ‘59 (neck) 

and JB TB4 (bridge) pickups. Recessed Floyd Rose 

original double-locking tremolo and R3 locking nut.

Price $1,199 retail

More info charvelguitars.com

G r a p h  T e C h 
lo C k i n g  r at i o  
t u n e d  m aC H i n e  H e a dS
Goodies Specific gear ratio for each string. One turn is 

about one whole-step on all strings, allowing you to 

go from standard tuning to alternate tunings, such as 

dropped D and open tunings, more quickly and easily. 

Strings are securely held without tying or multiple 

wraps around the string post that can slip and drop 

out of tune. Available in either 2-pin or single screw 

housing options with four different button designs: 

classic, contemporary, contemporary mini, and 

vintage. Available in a chrome, gold, black, or nickel.

Price $139 to $154 retail

More info graphtech.com
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T C  E l E C T r o n i C 
V i s co u s  V i b e
Goodies A meticulous 1:1 recreation 

of the legendary Shin-Ei Uni-Vibe. 

TonePrint enabled. Stereo I/O. True 

bypass and analog-dry-through.

Price $129 retail

More Info tcelectronic.com

M o r l E y 
c l i f f  b u r to n  t r i b u t e  P o w e r  f u z z  wa h
Goodies Wah has separate Level control. Fuzz has Level and Intensity 

knobs as well as a Modern/Vintage switch to select between two 

types of fuzz. The effects can be used individually or together.

Price $316 retail, $158 street

More Info morleypedals.com

E V H 
w o l f ga n g  s P e c i a l  h t
Goodies Basswood body. Quartersawn maple 

neck. AA birds-eye maple fretboard. EVH 

Wolfgang humbuckers. TonePros hardtail 

bridge with stop tailpiece. EVH molded-

stripe case by SKB. Available in Black, 

Vintage White, and Tobacco Burst.

Price $1,214 retail

More Info evhgear.com

B l a C k s T a r 
h t- 5 r  i n  l i m i t e d  e d i t i o n  r e d  co lo r
Goodies Push-pull power circuit 

produces the crunch and breakup 

characteristics of a traditional 100-

watt amp, delivering a sound rich in 

tube harmonics and compression, 

even at the lowest volume levels. 

The emulated speaker/headphone 

output offers both 1 x 12 and 4 

x 12 settings, and can be used 

along with the speakers. A jam-

along stereo MP3/line input is also 

provided. Single 12" Blackbird 50 

speaker. Stereo digital reverb.

Price $499 street

More Info blackstaramps.com
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Here’s what’s in the May 2015 issue of Guitar Player, on Newsstands Now!

RIFFS
Check in with Miss May I, talk songcraft with John Oates, see an excerpt from the book on 
GP’s golden era, and more!

COVER STORY
AC/DC
Angus Young tells all about the band’s new album, what he needs in a guitar tone, what it’s like to record 
without his bro, and more. 
Bonus: Super producer Brendan O’Brien talks about capturing AC/DC in the studio.
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Live in Tokyo.

Rhythm Workshop If 6 Was 4

You’re Playing It Wrong You might think you know how to play classic riffs 
like Crosby, Stills & Nash’s “Suite: Judy Blue Eyes.” Here’s the absolute real deal.
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Gear

17 
Sensational Signature Models
Want to Celebrate Your Favorite Guitarist?  
buY his Guitar!
By Michael Molenda

lov e  i s  a B o u t  as  s u B j e c t i v e  as 

anything can get. After all, like those Geico com-

mercials, everyone knows the old adage, “Beauty 

is in the eye of the beholder.” 

The intangibles of attraction aside, however, 

most guitarists can detail the elements they 

desire in an instrument that make it a tonal and 

creative muse for them. With that information in 

hand, a manufacturer can construct a guitar that 

veers extremely close to a particular guitarist’s 

wish list. If the planets align, that guitar may 

also possess some of the vibe, funk, and feel 

that attracted the guitarist to a specific model 

in the first place. And all of this is probably what 

most people look for in a well-considered sig-

nature model—an instrument that can get you 

close to the machinery deployed by your favor-

ite guitarist to conjure all the sounds and licks 

that inspire you.

This year, a pretty bountiful class of signature 

models debuted at the January NAMM show, 

and we’ve selected 17 guitars to spotlight in this 

guide. The instruments here hit budgets from 

$350 to nearly $12,000, and all were crafted to 

embrace their namesake’s desires. None of these 

models appear to be a stock guitar with some-

one’s name slapped on the headstock. So, if you 

want a smattering of mojo from any of the fine 

players honored here with signature models, just 

put one of “their” babies in your hands.

gpr0515_gear_sigguide_ko2.indd   97 3/10/15   11:29 AM
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 • Essential blues phrasing techniques such as trills, slides, and rakes.
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When Guitar Player began receiving dozens of readers Poll ballots 
with the same name nominated in nearly every musical category as early as 
1976, the editorial staff must have dismissed them as a prank. After all, it 
wasn’t possible for a single guitarist, let alone one whom so few had heard of, 
to excel equally in nearly every guitar style, was it? History (and, of course, 
Danny Gatton) proved everyone wrong. Originally profiled back in Septem-
ber 1983, Gatton ended up gracing the cover of our March 1989 “Unknown 
Greats” issue, which included an exclusive soundpage recording and gener-
ated a tremendous wave of public interest for the guitarist—including ap-
pearances on CBS Evening News’ Nightwatch, MTV, and even a guest spot 
playing himself on the long-running CBS soap opera The Guiding Light—that 
earned “the Humbler” national exposure, his first major-label record deal, 
and, ultimately, unparalleled notoriety among his peers.

dannY 
gatton

B y  J e s s e  G r e s s

things 
you  

Gotta Do  
to 

Play  
like 10
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Born in Washington, D.C., on Septem-
ber 4, 1945, Gatton followed in his father’s 
footsteps, starting out on an old Stella at age 
nine and picking up banjo four years later. 
(“My father took me down to Reliable Pawn 
Brokers when I was 13, and we bought a 
Vega Little Wonder 5-string banjo, and by 
the time I got home, I could play ‘Foggy 
Mountain Breakdown.’) He gigged inces-
santly around the D.C. area in the ’60s, first 
with the Lancers, then with the Offbeats. 
After joining Liz Meyer & Friends in the 
early ’70s, Gatton subverted the band into 
Danny and the Fat Boys, who recorded one  
independent album, American Music, in 
1975. He later toured as a sideman with 
pop singer Roger Miller and rockabilly art-
ist Robert Gordon, and put out two more 
records—Redneck Jazz (1978) with steel-
guitar legend Buddy Emmons (also a mem-
ber of Gatton’s Redneck Jazz Explosion), 
and Unfinished Business (1988), his first of-
ficial solo album. 

All these recordings were highly ac-
claimed representations of Gatton’s blind-
ing talent, but none had the national im-
pact of 88 Elmira St. and Cruisin’ Deuces, 
which were released by Elektra in 1991 
and 1993, respectively, and led to Gatton’s 
first national tour. Gatton also managed 
to cut his first all-jazz album, New York 
Stories, in 1992. Unfortunately, heaping 
critical praise didn’t translate to high re-
cord sales. Though Gatton remained a cult 
hero among guitarists, he was unwilling to 
mount a national tour on his own after be-
ing dropped by Elektra—which, for Gatton, 
wasn’t necessarily a bad thing. He didn’t 
want to go on the road without support. He 
was just as happy to play regionally, where 
he could stay close to home and family.

Thanks to his hard work and previous 
success, Gatton, who was also a hot-rod 
enthusiast, was able to refurbish an old 
farmhouse in Newburg, Maryland, that 
he’d bought years earlier, and build his own 
private Shangri-la in the form of a dream 
garage. (“There are seven cars in there, 
workbenches for guitars, a great big loft, 
lots of storage, a 400-watt stereo, zillions 
of tapes and records, posters, rock and roll 
memorabilia, and a refrigerator full of beer. 
It’s my own little Hard Rock Café!”) Gat-

ton cut another smoking, straight-ahead 
jazz disc (Relentless) with B-3 whiz Joey 
DeFrancesco in May of 1994, and was op-
timistic about releasing a series of albums, 
each showcasing a different genre. He was 
also looking forward to branching out into 
production and movie soundtracks. Unfor-
tunately, this is where the happy part of the 
story ends. On the morning of October 4, 
1994, Gatton locked himself in his garage 
and took his own life. He was 49.

By all accounts (including my own), 
Danny Gatton was one of the nicest and 
funniest guys you’ll ever meet, and both 
of these traits surfaced in his music. His 
tragic demise took a heavy toll on his fam-
ily, friends, and many fans, but, whether 
he knew it or not, Gatton was a teacher to 
many. Since his passing, Gatton’s mother 
and long-time manager, Norma, has re-
leased Untouchable, the album Danny was 
working on before he signed with Elektra, 
and Rhino has issued Hot Rod Guitar: The 
Danny Gatton Anthology, a definitive box set. 
Along with these, Gatton’s loyal followers 
have kept his spirit alive by networking and 
trading a large library of archival material, 
which is evident in the many astounding 
live recordings and video clips floating 
around on the Internet. It really doesn’t 
matter if you remember Gatton as a mas-
ter of the Telecaster, the Humbler, or just 
a guy named Dan who wanted to play the 
guitar, just remember that he left us a hell 
of a lot of music to learn. So, let’s do our 
part and “gat” it on! First, you gotta ... 

1 
Get  On- the- JOb 
tr aininG
Gifted with an extreme-
ly keen ear since child-
hood, Gatton honed 
his monster chops on 
the bandstand. Years of 

club dates provided training in most mu-
sical styles and allowed Gatton to amass 
a large repertoire of cover tunes, many 
of which remained permanent fixtures in 
his live shows and later ended up on his 
records. Gatton’s set lists ranged from 
standard and obscure rockabilly, rock-
and-roll, blues, R&B, country and jazz 
tunes, to TV themes, show tunes, easy- 

listening chestnuts, and even marches, 
along with a growing cache of Gatton origi-
nals. Using a flatpick plus his middle, ring, 
and little fingers, Gatton became a master 
improviser whose solos touched on light-
ning-fast banjo rolls, screaming blues licks, 
laidback and/or high-octane single-note 
and chord-melody jazz lines, funky R&B 
fills, and chicken-picked country riffs, all 
executed with taste, reverence, and an in-
imitable sense of humor. And it wasn’t as 
if he just skimmed the top of each genre—
Gatton had a deep, historical understand-
ing of these styles and often incorporated 
several within a single solo. The Humbler 
spoke of his abilities in characteristically 
modest terms: “I’m sort of a curator of gui-
tar styles. I appreciate Link Wray’s ‘Rum-
ble’ as much as I do Les Paul’s ‘How High 
the Moon.’ I know a little bit of a lot of 
things, but I’m really not a master of any of 
them. I know the best Scotty Moore licks, 
some Gene Vincent, a few Wes Montgom-
ery licks, some Les Paul.”

2 
CustOmize  
YOur  ’rOd
Gatton was a consum-
mate master of the 
Fender Telecaster—one 
of the few who revealed 
the instrument’s full 

potential—and his love and knack for re-
building cars reflected the way he custom-
ized his instruments. The modifications 
Danny performed on his main squeeze, a 
1953 Tele, would cause most vintage en-
thusiasts to shriek in horror. For instance, 
he swapped his stock pickups for a set of 
hand-wound Joe Bardens (but without any 
re-routing), had zirconium fret markers in-
stalled on the side of the neck, and bent 
the pickup selector switch away from the 
knobs (which were also swapped out for 
more heavily knurled ones). All of these 
mods would later be incorporated into 
Fender’s Danny Gatton Signature Model 
Telecaster in 1990. Designed for live per-
formance, Gatton’s legendary “Magic Din-
gus” box, which can be heard on Redneck 
Jazz, was a remote switching mechanism 
mounted on a steel plate affixed to the face 
of his guitar—first a 1961 Gibson Les Paul 
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Custom, then his ’53 Tele—and was used 
to control a Maestro Echoplex and a Les-
lie rotating speaker. Danny could use the 
Echoplex’s sound-on-sound feature to cap-
ture a few minutes of his playing, then har-
monize with himself on playback, creating 
a live overdub. For amps, the liner notes 
for 88 Elmira St. cite a slew of tweed and 
blackface Fender beauties, including a ’63 
Vibrolux and Super Reverb, a ’58 Twin, ’64 
Deluxe, and a ’58 Bassman, many of which 
had been beefed up with bigger transform-
ers. After retiring the Dingus box, Gatton’s 
only effects were amp reverb and tremolo. 
“But if I’m playing rockabilly,” he said, “I’ll 
use a Boss Digital Delay for slapback.” 

3 
Devel o p  S tag e,   
StuD i o  &  S treet
Sm artS
Gatton had a knack 
for figuring out what 
worked best and sticking 
to it. Engineer George 

Cowan, who recorded and mixed Gatton’s 
killer tones on 88 Elmira St., recalls discover-
ing Danny applying some kind of pasty con-
coction to his strings while changing them 
during the recording sessions at Bearsville 
Studios: “It was beer and cigarette ashes. 

He’d put it on a cloth and rub it into each 
string. I think his logic was to acclimate his 
strings to the average bar climate.” Crazy? 
Like a fox! On stage, Gatton was renowned 
for grabbing a half-full and sufficiently 
warmed beer bottle in mid-solo, using it to, 
ahem, foment a barrage of inspired and un-
cannily accurate overhand slide licks from 
his Tele as suds flew all over the fretboard. 
He’d then pour whatever was left all over 
the neck, so his string marinade recipe in 
the studio makes perfect sense! And for the 
ultimate rotation effect in the studio, Gat-
ton decided to spin the air rather than the 
speaker. “One guitar track on ‘Fandingus’ 
was recorded through an electric fan,” says 
Cowan. “He may have picked the trick up 
from someone else, but Danny had the in-
tent to get that sound.”

4 
get the BenDS 
Gatton met and later 
roomed with Roy Bu-
chanan in Nashville 
during the mid ’60s, the 
two guitarists became 
frequent jamming part-

ners and began a long-standing but friendly 
rivalry. Gatton learned to elicit crying string 
bends on a par with those of his fellow 

Tele-master from the simplest elements, 
and a look into his modus operandi will help 
you to do the same. Let’s investigate one 
of his approaches to bending by dissect-
ing four subtle variations of the same ba-
sic motif in the key of F, each of which is 
generated by a single pick attack. Begin ex. 
1a with a 4-to-5 (Bb-to-C) grace-note bend 
on beat two, then play the grace-note re-
lease, re-bend, rhythmic release, and stac-
cato pull-off to the b3/#9 (Ab) that occur 
within beat three as written. (Tip: fish for 
various pinched harmonics on the initial 
attack.) In ex. 1b, we add finger grease and 
some attitude to the same lick by substi-
tuting a half-step re-bend on beat two, and 
decorating the Ab pull-off with a choked 
quarter-step bend. ex. 1c features a melodic  
sixteenth-note release from the initial 
grace-bend, while ex. 1d extends the front 
end of the lick with a hybrid-picked oblique 
bend, release, and re-bend during beat one, 
and appends the final pull-off with a grad-
ual whole-step bend. Try embellishing this 
opening “train whistle” move with a pair 
of volume or tone control swells, then play 
all of these moves in different octaves and 
keys starting on each beat, and apply them 
to different notes in your scale of choice. 
Once you’ve got them down, you can...
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5 
Ad d  S o me 
Chi C ken P i C ki n’ 
As an acknowledged 
master of traditional 
rockabilly and country
styles,Gatton’s playing
included plenty of  

garden-variety chicken pickin’— i.e., 
preceding a note with a muted “cluck”  
produced by slightly releasing fret-hand 
pressure—but he was also adept at com-
bining the technique with others, such as 
sweep picking. In this case, you’ll want 
to mute the strings with a combination 
of fret-hand muting and pick-hand palm 
muting. ex. 2 illustrates a rollicking, one-
bar run up the F pentatonic minor scale 
(plus a few chromatic passing tones) that 
segues into four pairs of accented eighth-
notes, each separated by a muted-and-
raked or swept sixteenth-note triplet. In 
bar 2, the first two notes in each triplet 
remain stationary as pedal tones, while 
the third note ascends a whole step, then 

chromatically, acting as a leading tone to 
each ascending melody note. Arriving at 
a target C in bar 3, we jump up two frets 
and switch strategies by arpeggiating Fm7, 
breaking out of this fowl mood with a 
familiar double-bend/release/pull-off ap-
plied to the root, b7, and 5 (F, Eb, and C). 
Add these tools to your workbench and 
see what you can build.

6 
Get or GAn- ized
Gatton worked out many
cool ways to simu-
late the jazzy sound 
of a Hammond B3 
organ. The follow-
ing hybrid-picked riffs 

utilize double stops and pedal tones to  
create a classic B3 vibe, especially 
when played through a Leslie or rotat-
ing speaker simulator.Use the repeated 
four-against-three “major” motif (in-
cludes C#, the 3) in bar 1 of ex. 3a over 
two bars of the I chord (A7), followed by 

the “minor” version of the same motif 
(includes C, the b3) over two bars of the  
IV chord or V chords (D7 or E7). You 
can also play the major version over the 
I chord (F7) in bars 1-4, 7, 8, 11 and 12 
in a standard 12-bar blues progression, 
and the minor version over the IV and V 
chords in bars 5, 6, 9, and 10. (Note how 
this four-note motif recycles every mea-
sure.) Switching to an uptempo groove in 
4/4, the four-note motif in ex. 3b works 
well over all three chords—check out the 
shift into overdriven sixteenth-note trip-
lets in bar 2, where clawed double stops al-
ternate with up/down pick strokes—while 
the three-against-four I-chord motif in ex. 
3c creates a shifting 3/8 hemiola (played 
as six sixteenth-notes) that recycles every 
three measures. Adapt this one to the IV 
and V chords by omitting the hammered 3 
(C#). Finally, we switch to the key of F to 
accommodate the obliquely-slurred root-
over-5 double-stops that alternate with oc-
tave F’s in ex. 3d. Crazy man, crazy!
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7 
Paul -v eri z e i t
Smitten at an early age 
with Les Paul, Gatton 
came up with several 
ways to emulate some 
of the legend’s studio 
trickery in real time. 

To duplicate one of Paul’s signature high-
flying, harmonized double-speed licks, 
which Paul would overdub at half-speed, 
Gatton formulated the wide-stretched 
hammered-and-pulled triplet-based paral-
lel fourth figures shown in ex. 4a. Bar 1 
covers the I chord (A) and bar 2 covers the 
IV (D). You could easily transpose bar 2 
up a whole step to cover the V chord (E), 
but Gatton would typically respond to this 
I-IV phrase with an entirely different idea. 
Moving to a IV-I change (A7-E7) in the key 
of E, ex. 4b drops the previous motif’s ham-
mered fourth down a whole step, but is 
otherwise identical. Exiting double-speed 
mode, the Paul-esque E Mixolydian-based 
hammer-ons and pull-offs and open-E ped-
al in ex. 4c are also reminiscent of the lines  
Gatton plays over the bridge section of 
“Quiet Village” (more on that one in a 

moment), as are the sweet, descending 
A pentatonic eighth-note triplets and 
sixteenth-notes that divide the tremoloed 
VII-to-I chord inversions (G#-to-A) in ex. 
4d. Gatton tremoloed these balmy island 
sounds by brushing the strings in a rapid 
up-and-down motion with the side of his 
middle finger.

8 
Dazzle ’em with 
Dexter ity
Gatton was a tremen-
dous fretboard trick-
ster, but even his 
flashiest moves were 
musically sound and 

well thought out. While many of these 
appear to be downright impossible to cop 
on first listen, closer scrutiny usually re-
veals their logic. Take the wild-and-crazy 
ostinato in ex. 5a played over a static F7 
vamp: This zippy 3/8 hemiola is grouped 
into three sixteenth-note triplets—with 
only the first and last notes played during 
the middle one—and is based on a rapidly 
ascending and descending whole-half di-
minished motif. Like any repeated three-

against-four hemiola, it will return to its 
point of origin (in this case, the “and” of 
beat one) after three full measures of 4/4. 
Shifting to the key of A, Gatton’s mind-
boggling hybrid-picked triple-octave Es 
and the ensuing chromatic run depicted 
over a V-I cadence (E7-A7) in ex. 5b re-
quire ample stretching and accuracy to 
work your way up to each tonic A, but the 
more you do it, the easier it gets. Spend a 
few quality TV hours honing these licks 
and you may surprise yourself.

9 
CatCh a Jazz winD
You’ll find the faux-
Hammond moves from 
Ex. 3a and 3b trans-
posed to the key of D, 
reorganized, and put to 
good use in Gatton’s in-

terpretation of jazz organ icon Brother Jack 
McDuff’s sizzling “Rock Candy,” the lead 
track from the album that started it all, 1978’s 
Redneck Jazz. (McDuff’s original recording 
featured a young George Benson.) Gatton 
blazes through the song’s head [ex. 6a] at a 
breakneck tempo in tandem with pedal-steel 
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great Buddy Emmons before both nail the 
unison line in the third ending and converge 
on a bar-long anticipated I7#9 chord (D7#9). 
This opens up a one-bar hole in the form to 
spotlight the soloist of the moment, and Gat-
ton uses this pickup measure to paraphrase 

the unison riff from bar 3 before launching 
his solo chorus with a jazzy lower-register 
line contrasted with some good ol’ open-
string country twang. Notice how Gatton 
places most of his pull-offs and slurs on the 
middle two sixteenths of each beat in order 

to induce more saxophonic phrasing. And if 
you’re harboring any doubts about his jazz 
chops, the series of post-modern intervallic 
designs—broken fourth intervals and sub-
sequent three-note tritone motifs that as-
cend and descend (mostly) in minor thirds 
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over the I- and IV chords—in Ex. 6b should 
provide ample proof that Gatton was more 
than capable of taking it way out there when 
he wanted to. But once you’ve gone out,  
getting back inside is a true test of an  
improviser’s melodic mettle, and Gatton’s 
sax-flavored re-entry on beat four of bar 3, 
and bluesy, chromatic follow-up in bar 4 
prove that he passed this one with flying 
colors.

10
TakE iT E-Z
Singling out 
one Danny 
Gatton solo 
that you’ve 
gotta know 
is a tough 

call. After much deliberation, I chose an 
excerpt from Gatton’s arrangement of the 
Les Baxter exotica/easy-listening standard 

“Quiet Village” (from 88 Elmira St.). Why? 
Aside from the fact that he obviously loved 
the song—it was a staple on his set list for 
years—the solo contains a virtual textbook 
of Gatton’s licks and stylistic shifts, and the 
tune’s medium tempo makes them accessi-
ble to all. It’s also a great example of how to 
transform a piece of music some might per-
ceive as “corny” into a hip and groovin’ gui-
tar vehicle. The two-bar, I-bVII (A-G) vamp 

in Ex. 7a depicts Gatton’s take on the 
Baxter’s call-of-the-jungle riff, which 
is played against the song’s original 
E-A-E-G-E-A-G bass line and is used 
to back the instrumental “verse” and 
solo sections, though not verbatim.

Gatton’s solo [Ex. 7b] com-
mences on the “and” of beat one 
with a double-string bend at the 
nineteenth fret. Note how the G 
string is bent a whole-step, while 
the pre-bent B string is only raised 
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a half step. This handy natural occurrence 
is due to the difference in string tension. 
Some of these bent minor-third intervals 
are broken and others are played together, 
as Gatton gradually releases both notes 
back to their point of origin on the down-
beat of bar 2. Organ-ized hammered-and-
pulled triplets lead a cool string of E Dorian 
modal interval skips that extend from bar 
3 into bar 5, where Gatton begins burning 
through a string of mostly A Mixolydian-
based sixteenth-note bebop lines that cross 

into bar 8. More organ-ic double-stops 
resurface in bars 9 and 10, followed by a 
sweet bend and flashy blues move in bars 
11 and 12. Gatton uses a bluegrass-tinged 
3/8 hemiola consisting of double-stopped 
major third intervals to outline the A and G 
chords in bars 13 and 14 before wrapping 
up his “verse” solo with more chicken-fried 
country-bop phrases (this time built from 
the fourteenth-position A pentatonic ma-
jor box) before nailing the V-chord change 
(E) that announces the arrival of the song’s 

balmy bridge section. (Final Tip: try attach-
ing Examples 4c and 4d.)

Even this heapin’ helpin’ of licks isn’t 
enough to cover Gatton’s vast stylistic 
oeuvre. Dig deep into his recordings and 
you’ll discover that the Humbler was 
also a master of banjo techniques, cas-
cading Chet Atkins-style runs, Lenny 
Breau-style “harp” harmonics, inventive 
jazz chord-melodies, and much more. 
Then dig deeper and figure them out for  
yourself. Danny would dig that. g
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“Quiet Village” written by Les Baxter used by Permission of Criterion Music Corp.

DaNNy GattON pErfOrmS a mEDLEy Of 
“myStEry traiN,” “my BaBy LEft mE, aND 
“that’S aLriGht mama.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoDp8hCipDM


Combining advanced 24-bit, fi eld-proven performance, easy setup and clear, natural sound quality, our System 10 Stompbox 

delivers the ultimate wireless experience. With the tap of a foot on the rugged, metal Stompbox receiver, guitarists can 

toggle between dual ¼" balanced outputs or mute one output without affecting the other. And, since the System operates 

in the 2.4 GHz range, it’s free from TV and DTV interference. You can also pair multiple UniPak® body-pack transmitters with 

a single receiver to easily change guitars. So go ahead, give it a try – we think you’ll be fl oored.

SYSTEM        STOMPBOX
DIGITAL 2.4 GHz HIGH-F IDELITY WIRELESS

WE’VE TAKEN
DIGITAL WIRELESS
TO THE NEXT LEVEL. . . 

THE FLOOR
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“One of the main problems young guitarists have is that they’re 
nervous players, and they never commit to a note. Grab a note, 

stay on it, dig in, and really establish it.”

Fret the first and second strings way up high 
on the neck, strike ’em hard, yank ’em towards 
the sky, and then bounce your pick across ’em 
as Lynch does in this photo. If this produces 
a blood-curdling shriek that makes dogs howl 
and small children cry, then you did it exactly 
right. 

Mr. Scary’s Soloing Secrets
George Lynch Shares Ways 
to Wring, Wrangle, and 
Wrestle Fat Tones out of 
Your Fretboard
B y  J u d e  G O L d

classic lesson

At the end of A pleASAnt cul de SAc 
in the suburbs of Los Angeles, three 
plush homes sit perched on the edge 
of a canyon. On this particular summer 
afternoon, you don’t need to read the 
numbers on the curb to figure out which 
one belongs to George Lynch. Just fol-
low the wailing guitar. The sound will 
lead you to a front porch where, with 
each note, the mailbox shakes, the door-
knob rattles, and one thing is obvious: 
The dude playing on the other side of 
the wall ain’t no newbie cranking a prac-
tice amp.

First of all, judging by the guitar-
generated seismic activity beneath 
your feet, it’s clear there’s at least one 
4x12 involved in this rumble. And it’s 
the stunning licks being played that 
make it obvious you’re not hearing a 
teenager who just started playing one 
or two Christmas mornings ago. The 
distortion is scorching, the harmonics 
prismatic, the bar antics graceful and 
acrobatic, the bent intervals pure and 
resonant, and each blue note soulful 

as a wolf’s howl. The only thing “teen-
ager” about this utterly rockin’ sound is 
its gleeful irreverence toward the world 
around it.

Head through the front door and into 
the home studio and, sure enough, you 
find Lynch warming up at top volume. 
(Luckily for your ears and general san-
ity, his speaker cabinets are on the other 
side of double glass.) Having returned 
mere hours earlier from a long overdue 
honeymoon in Hawaii, Lynch is sporting 
only cargo shorts, a trucker cap, a deep 
tan, a sprawling, brand-new tattoo heal-
ing on his left deltoid, a lit cigarette in 
the corner of his mouth, and Tiger, the 
striped guitar that, like Lynch himself, 
gained worldwide fame with Dokken in 
the ’80s. Lynch’s only other fashion ac-
coutrements are some sketchy looking 
bandages on the 1st finger of his fretting 
hand. “This finger was totally infected a 
couple days ago, so I don’t know if I can 
really play today,” says Lynch. “I cut it 
open on a reef when I got knocked out 
of my kayak.”

phoTo p48:  JUDE GoLD;   phoTo p49:  NEIL ZLoZoWER
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SuStaiN vS. 
SparkLE
When it comes to guitar tone, George Lynch  
confesses that for him, every recording ses-
sion, gig, and rehearsal is like starting over. 
(“You plug in and if things sound good, you 
have a good night. But if you’re fighting the 
acoustics in the room, the humidity, the bio-
rhythms, or whatever’s going on in your head, 
it can be another story.”)

When pressed though, Lynch admits he has 
made progress in his decades-long struggle 
for a consistent sound. “My tone has evolved 
to become a lot cleaner,” he says. “You learn 
a lot when you record—you learn that a lot of 
distortion is good for extra sustain, but some-
times when you play it back in the studio, it 
flattens out, especially when you take out the 
friendly, forgiving echo of the room. A cleaner 
tone is actually much more musical, and has 
a lot more dynamics. You have to strike that 
balance between sustain and sparkle.”

Lynch is also relieved that he is no lon-
ger switching rigs “every month.” “I had Sol-
danos, Boogies, Bogners—all great amps—
and ended up right back where I started,” 
he says. For Lynch, tonal square one is his 
’68 Marshall Plexi, which he often drives 
with a Legendary Tones/Robert Keeley 
Time Machine Boost. (“The head’s not mod-
ded with any extra gain stages or anything, 
though a buddy and I have tweaked it with  
different capacitors in different places. Also, 
sometimes we’ll get out a box of 12AX7 and 
7025 preamp tubes to find the right tube for 
that crucial first position. Nine times out of 
ten, the cheapest, crappiest 12AX7 sounds 
the best.”)

Last but not least, Lynch’s sound is 
rounded out by one or more signature-series 
Randall RM100LB Lynch Box modular tube 
heads. (“My Brahma module emulates the ’68 
Plexi, the Mr. Scary module a more Dokken-
era high-gain tone, and the Super V module 
a six-input non-Top Boost Vox AC30.”) All of 
Lynch’s cabinets are loaded with his signature 
Eminence Lynch Super V12 speakers. “The 
Lynch Box cabinets are ported,” adds the gui-
tarist. “One of the recording tricks we used do 
in the old days was take the back off a cabinet 
and stick a mic in there behind the speakers to 
get some of this [thumps chest]. Now, I simply 
mic the port, and it gives you the same oomph 
without having to take out 20 screws.” —JG

PHOTO:  EBET ROBERTS

Skele-tones! George Lynch 
onstage in 1986 playing 
the John “J. Frog” Garcia-
designed solidbody known 
as “Bones.”
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As you’ll see when you check out  
the video footage of this interview on  
guitarplayertv.com, a wounded finger 
isn’t enough to slow down George Lynch. 
With each blazing lick he plays—and 
with that singing vibrato he’s known 
for—it dawns on you: This guy is one of 
the last great shredders who truly has one 
foot solidly planted in the blues. Shred 
guitar may have lost its soul in the late 
’80s when chops and hairspray edged 
out the blues, but, as Lynch has proven 
with Dokken, Lynch Mob, solo albums 
such as 2004’s Furious George, and as he 
surely will prove again with the album 
he’s working on now (“It’s gonna be like 
a Santana thing—lots of special guests”), 
soulful rock/metal guitar didn’t flat-line 
on his watch. Listen closely, and you’ll 
hear a blue streak in Lynch’s playing 
that’s ocean-deep.

“That’s why I’m officially changing my 
name to Blind Lemon Lynch,” jokes the 
guitarist. “It’s funny: You listen to new 
bands that are doing great stuff—Chil-
dren of Bodom, Dragonforce, and oth-
ers—and it’s wonderful, but then you lis-
ten to the old blues cats, and when you go 
back to the new stuff, it’s like, ‘Where’s 
the beef?’ I’ve always envisioned incor-
porating both of those spirits—the Al-
lan Holdsworth thing and the old blues 
thing—into one style.”

LEapS aNd BOuNd S
One of the toughest things for a guitar-
ist to describe in words is his or her own 
sound. Perhaps that’s why so many of 
them address the challenge by instead 
pinpointing the things they lack. “What I 
don’t really do is connect the dots,” notes 
Lynch. “Most accomplished rock guitar 
players use a more scalar method. They 
play lines that travel across the whole 
neck. For example, Michael Schenker will 
play a run that flows into this and that, 
and it’s beautiful, but I don’t do that as 
much. I always thought it was more inter-
esting to take a left turn here and there. 
I probably got a lot of that from listen-

ing to Jeff Beck. I never take something to 
its logical conclusion. I break everything 
up and bounce around a lot, like this [Ex. 
1]. Other players might look at that lick 
and go, ‘Wow, why did he think of go-
ing there?’ F*cked up hardwiring, I guess 
[laughs].

“It probably all started with me 
wanting to work my way out of the 
A blues box. Simply stated, I was 
just trying to play between—or out-
side of—the dots. Instead of standard  
pentatonic licks, I’d be doing stuff like this  
[Ex. 2]—you know, adding notes, sub-
tracting notes, or even mixing up major 
and minor and skipping strings [Ex. 3]. 
I’ll even bend a low string and jump up 
to the highest string [Ex.4]. It’s interest-
ing finding ways to make this stuff work 
against whatever rhythm part you have 
going in the background. 

Tha T S iNgiNg SOuNd
Chops, speed, and fretboard pyrotechnics 
are all very fine—and all quite abundant 
in Lynch’s style—but it’s all fool’s gold 
compared to the biggest treasure Lynch 
has to share: his vibrato. If you walk 
away from this lesson with only one new 
goal, let it be to gain the ability to make a 
single note sing from the depths of your 
soul via simple up/down fretting-hand vi-
brato, or vibrato generated using the bar, 
as Lynch does with Tiger’s Floyd Rose 
tremolo system. 

“Bending and vibrato, that’s every-
thing,” says Lynch. His lyrical vibrato—
like that of the late, great bluesman Albert 
Collins—is sometimes as wide as a whole-
step. “If you hear a guy who’s got an in-
teresting scalar technique, but he lands 
on something and doesn’t have a mature 
vibrato like Schenker, Yngwie, Clapton, 
Leslie West, or Johnny Winter, it’s very 
unsatisfying. When Billy Gibbons digs in, 
that does everything for me. You can learn 
to develop a good vibrato, but it’s a bit like 
developing your own personality—it’s 50 
percent environment and 50 percent what 
you’re physically born with. 

photo:  JUDE GoLD

ShaTTErEd 
LOvE
George Lynch’s favorite guitar is a mutt in-
strument bred from random parts floating 
around Grover Jackson’s shop in 1978. on 
a transcontinental flight mere days after 
its maple body was painted, its nitrocel-
lulose finish froze, contracted, and shat-
tered like glass. (“over time, the cracks have 
gotten worse—or better—depending on if 
you like the look or not,” says Lynch.) At 14 
lbs, it’s anvil-heavy for a guitar. (“It’s given  
me back problems. I’ve been wearing it  
for 25 years, and one of my shoulders  
is lower than the other.”) It’s Lynch’s go-to  
guitar, tiger.

“this is my bread and butter right here, 
my baby,” says Lynch of the solidbody, 
which has featured various ESp necks since 
the mid ’80s. “It’s had all kinds of bridges 
on it, too, but it doesn’t matter. one [Sey-
mour Duncan Super V] pickup, one posi-
tion—it always sounds great. huge Dunlop 
6000 frets; wide, flat neck—picking up that  
guitar is like coming home.”

to test-drive a replica of this one-of-
a-kind 6-string, get your hands on an ESp 
George Lynch M-1 tiger.—JG
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“It’s also about dynamics. You can 
have all these chops, but no matter how 
good you are, it all just starts running to-
gether unless you use palm muting, fin-
ger muting on both hands, pick harmon-
ics, vibrato, and, of course, the bar. The 

bar isn’t just about diving. You can also 
use it to sustain a note and hold it forever 
[Ex. 5]. Keep the bar vibrato going, and 
the sound starts changing. You hear all 
that air back there? Hear the springs? It 
all builds up anticipation.”

photo:  JUDE GoLD

CONfESSiONS Of a TOTaL “GEar ’HO”
having partnered with everyone from Randall Amplifiers to ESp Guitars to postal Monkey cases to Zoom effects proces-
sors, George Lynch jokes that he’s a total “endorsement whore.” Really, though, he’s a compulsive product designer striving 
to find ways to sound and play better by improving the gear he uses every day. Lynch may have more sponsors going in a 
given year than most famous guitarists do over their entire careers, but Lynch never lets a company simply “rubber stamp” 
his name onto their product. Instead, he is intimately involved in the design of each of his signature offerings, as he has prov-
en with his Dean Markley Super V strings (“We changed the core diameter, made them 50 percent nickel, and we actually 
wind the strings at pitch tension, which improves intonation”), his custom Eminence Lynch Super V12 speaker (“It’s got 
a ferrite magnet, and I insisted its frame be cast, making it stronger than most frames, which are stamped”), and his latest 
Seymour Duncan humbucker (“It’s called, of course, the Super V, and unlike my Screamin’ Demon [Duncan] pickup, which has 
an Alnico 5 magnet, the Super V is more of a pAF thing with an Alnico 2 magnet—degaussed to emulate vintage pickups”). 

In addition to designs for a new Morley “wah/wow” pedal, a signature cable from Spectraflex, and a custom 
“staggered pitch” theremin from Groove tubes, plans for a new ESp Super V prototype have most recently graced 

Lynch’s industrial drawing table. “I found this in an old automotive shop,” says Lynch, holding up a giant, spring-loaded switch (left) that may become 
a standard feature on the V-shaped guitar. “pushing on it kills the circuit so I can get that rapid-fire ah-ah-ah-ah kill-switch sound. I even use it while 
I’m playing solos, to get the effect of rhythms timed with the music. All we need now is a case deep enough to close over it!” —JG
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ThE BENdS
“The more you play, the more your 
fingers develop ‘bend memory,’” says 
Lynch. “Your fingers learn how to bend 
up to various notes and just nail ’em, like 
a great female singer hitting a note with-
out vibrato. Think Sade. Vibrato helps 
you find a pitch—it gives you a little wig-
gle room—but playing without it is hard. 
You really have to learn where that note 
is by string tension alone.”

To experience a George Lynch bend ex-
travaganza, try Ex. 6. In the first complete 
measure, the E, B, A, and G major grips 
are each sounded by fretting two station-
ary notes on the first and second strings 
while fretting a third-string note one fret 
lower and bending it up a whole-step. For 

extra gravy, simultaneously dip into each 
harmony with a subtle press and release 
of the bar, and then make each chord sing 
with bar vibrato. For more oblique bend/
bar vibrato mania followed by a textbook 
George Lynch fretboard leap, launch Ex. 7.

ThE S EN SEi  iS  iN
Believe it or not, George Lynch teaches 
400 or more students a week. He does 
it via the Guitar Dojo, his online music 
school. (Check it out at georgelynch.
com.) “It’s based around hundreds of 
hours of video and an annual seminar, 
and it’s a great way for people to augment 
their learning,” says Lynch. “The founda-
tion of the approach is the way I view 
the fretboard—which is the way a lot GeorGe Lynch pLays “Mr. scary” Live.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-DNqF9iESk
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of people view it—and that’s in shapes. 
You end up learning the same stuff you’d 
learn from notation or tablature, but it’s 
a much easier way to understand it. Your 
most basic shapes are constructed in 
half- or whole-steps, and can be played in 
three different octaves, like this [Ex. 8].”

The three-position approach is simi-
lar to one Lynch learned from his former 
guitar teacher, Jim Kelly. “He was very 
inspiring to me—particularly because 
he was a great player who I could actu-
ally watch in person every week. When I 
was 17, I pushed him to show me some-
thing tripped out and random sounding, 
so he showed me this lick [Ex. 9], which 
was pretty progressive to me back then. 
It’s a kind of atonal thing that repeats 
in two different octaves. It’s a great way 
to break things up. I’m not a big fan of 
chromatic stuff, but the lick lends itself 
to descending licks such as this one [Ex. 
10], which is a fun way to get back to 
home base.”

One of the best things about having 
George Lynch as your teacher is that, 
well, he’s such a vet. He’s been through 
the rock and roll war—he’s enjoyed plati-
num success, done world tours, fought 
off major-label screw jobs, and seen the 
entire recording industry change before 
his eyes. “What I stress most to young 
players is that trying to sound like any-
body else is futile and pointless,” says 
Lynch. “You definitely don’t want to be 
the next guy that already was. Is there 
room enough in the world for a million 
guys with their own voices? Probably 
now more so than ever. The business is 
in a real state of flux. It’s not all about the 
record deal anymore. I know some young 
players who’ve turned down major label 
offers because they like the way their life 
is going without a label just fine. These 
days, selling 10,000 records on your own 
is as profitable as selling half a million 
on a major. The way the ’Net is evolving, 
maybe we can all be rock stars.” g

october 2007

LyNch’S 
PiNchES
“After a lot of shows or recording, my 
picking hand’s index fingernail gets 
all worn down, turns black, and starts 
bleeding, and I have to tape it up or ap-
ply some Nu Skin,” says George Lynch. 
This injury arises from the somewhat 
unconventional way he holds his 
Dunlop Ultex .60mm pick—a unique 
grip (above) that helps him produce 
some of the most dramatic, colorful, 
and sustaining pinch harmonics this 
side of Billy Gibbons (one of Lynch’s 
biggest influences). “I usually hit the 
string first with the inside of my in-
dex finger, then the pick—the round 
edge, not the tip—then the thumb. It’s 
a triple whammy that can create many 
different sounds. I don’t know that  
someone would want to try to cop this 
technique, though, because there are a 
lot of things you can’t do with it. When 
it comes to fan picking and alternating 
picking, I have to fake it a bit.” —JG

phoTo:  JUDE GoLD
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Slick®, GFS®,, XGP®, and Xaviere®, are sold exclusively at www.Guitarfetish.com

GFS® Brass, Steel and 
Titanium Tremolo Blocks

GFS® Gold Foil
 Pickups

Slick® Hand-Aged
“Old School” Pickups

Xtrem® Vibrato

XGP® Solid Brass
Bridges and Tailpieces

Slick® SL52

Slick® SL51

Slick® SL57

Tone Within Reach

In your quest for Ultimate Tone, don’t let high retail prices stand in your way. The very best Guitars, Pickups and Parts are always within reach at 
Guitarfetish.com.

Blown away by some of the retail prices of the very best guitar gear? We don’t mark our products up like the stuff found at your local Big Box Guitar 
Store. We sell warehouse direct. We design it. We manufacture it. We sell it. We stand behind it. Check out our Xaviere® and Slick®  brands of killer 
professional quality guitars, sold at wholesale prices. Our famous GFS®  pickups have been delivering the coolest tones at the most righteous prices for 
years. Our XGP®  parts line delivers high-end solid metal performance at bargain basement prices.

We design all of our famous GFS®  pickups and effects, Xaviere®  guitars, new and in-demand Slick®  Brand guitars, MODboard built-in effects, XGP®  Necks, 
Bodies and Guitar Parts and Xtrem vibrato systems right here in our Boston area skunkworks. We sell only warehouse direct, at wholesale prices.

You’ve read the reviews, seen the comments and watched the videos. Our stuff competes with the very best products out there, at a fraction of the cost. 
There’s a reason why so many professional musicians rely on our products on stage and in the studio.

All of our products are designed by musicians, for musicians.... priced for musicians. Remember, you can ONLY buy GFS®  Pickups, GFS®  Electronics, 
MODboards, Slick®  Guitars and Slick®  Pickups and XGP®  Parts from Guitarfetish.com... Won’t you stop by and check us out?

GFS® Brighton Rock
 Pickups
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EXTRA 
LESSONS

MORE GEAR

ENHANCED
SEARCHING

AWESOME
VIDEOS

ONLINE
STORE

EXCLUSIVE
BLOGS

REVIEWS 

AND MORE

INTRODUCINGINTRODUCINGINTRODUCING
THE NEW                .THE NEW                .THE NEW                .COMCOMCOM®
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Rock Chops • Blues Chops • Jazz Chops
 

 when inspiration hits

 a h one pro i es i portant e er ises to  
 add to your practice routine

 or inter ediate and ad anced uitarists

 o panion  s inc ude de onstrations  
 o  e a p es in the oo

A Technique-Building Approach  
for the Dedicated Guitarist

THE SERIOUS GUITARIST

alfred.com/serious-guitarist

Scan here  
for a FREE  

sample lesson!

http://4wrd.it/A.ADGPV_0515_3

